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Aims
• To investigate the effect of body mass index (BMI), 

severity of illness, positioning, age and risk of PI 
development on pressure displacement and interface 
pressure (IP)

Source: http://www.heart-valve-surgery.com/Images/icu-tubes.jpg
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design - Prospective, observational split-plot design Pilot study Setting - intensive care unit (ICU) of an Australian metropolitan tertiary hospitalEthical approval - Study approved by the respective hospital (RBWH/14/QRBW/37) and university Human Research Ethics Committees (UHREC 1400000285)As a pilot study, this study was designed to assess issues such as assessment procedures, data variability, optimisation of parameters, recruitment, patient compliance etc. but was not powered to detect significant effects. Despite this, as we shall see, some effects of at least substantive importance were detected.



Participants

N=9 
BMI (24.5 or 

<)

(n=3)
SOFA score  

<4.9

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

(n=3)
SOFA score 

>5

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

(n=3)
Healthy adult

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

N=9 
BMI (25-29.5)

(n=3)
SOFA score  

<4.9

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

(n=3)
SOFA score 

>5

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

(n=3)
Healthy adult

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

N=9 
BMI (30 or >)

(n=3)
SOFA score  

<4.9

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

(n=3)
SOFA score 

>5

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

(n=3)
Healthy adult

Measures: 3 
positions 

(supine 30o; 
prone, 1/4 
lateral turn) 

each x 2

Participants further sub-divided by health status 
based on sequential organ failure assessment 
(SOFA) score  

Participants aged >18 years sub-divided by BMI category (normal, overweight and 
obese)

low acuity  
(SOFA<4.5)

Patients with burn injuries (>40% total burn 
surface area) excluded from study

high acuity 
(SOFA≥4.5) 

healthy 
adults (no 
SOFA score)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The split plot design may be considered the prototype for a multilevel analysis: this design would be utilised for a follow-up full-scale study



Measures
• Primary outcome measures

1. Interface pressure (IP)
• Xsensor X3 pressure mapping 

system - full body sensor mat 
(81cm x 203cm); 1,664 
capacitive pressure sensors

• IP measured as peak pressure 
index (PPI) and defined as 
highest recorded value with a 9-
10 cm2 area
• approximate contact area of a bony 

prominence.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Xsensor - used to map full-body IP for supine and lateral positioning.  It is a conservative and non-invasive way to measure the internal soft tissue pressures at the surface of the skin when in contact with the supporting surface . PPI defined as highest recorded value with a 9-10 cm2 area approximate contact area of a bony prominence.Patients screened, consented and recruited by research nurse. Data collected on healthy participants and critically ill patients.  All participants placed on pressure mapping mat on non-powered pressure redistribution mattress or memory foam mattress . Measurements taken at sacrum (in semi-recumbent supine position) and greater trochanter (in ¼ lateral turn position). Bed control and measured angles used to ensure correct bed position and body alignment Participants remained in position for 20 minutes prior to data collection.  Bed type, bed sheet type, hospital gown all consistent in healthy and critically ill groups



Variables

All participants
• Age
• Gender 
• Comorbidities 
• Body mass index

Critically ill patients only 
• Diagnosis
• ICU length of stay
• Acuity

• Sequential organ failure 
assessment (SOFA) score

• Braden scale score
• Risk assessment for 

pressure injury 
development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(SOFA) score: a validated six-organ failure score measuring daily multiple organ dysfunction/failure. Each organ was graded from 0 (normal) to 4 (most abnormal), providing a score from 0 to 24 points. A SOFA score of 4.9 or less was designated as low acuity; a SOFA score of 5.0 or greater was designated as high acuity. SOFA scores in all members of the healthy adult volunteers group were defined to be zero.Braden Scale Score - pressure injury risk assessment tool containing six categories (sensory perception, moisture, activity, mobility, nutrition, friction and shear) (26, 27). Each category is rated on a scale of 1 to 4, excluding the 'friction and shear' category which is rated on a 1-3 scale, combining for a possible total of 23 points, with a higher score indicating a lower risk of developing a pressure ulcer and vice-versa.



Results - Participant characteristics
• Mean participant age 50 years (SD 18.3) years

• 58% male 

• Healthy adults all non-smokers; no comorbidities
• Healthy adults about 20 years younger than ICU patients

• Age confounded with patient type

• Need to control for age in models assessing effect of acuity

• Median Braden scale score 13 (IQR: 11-23) for ICU 
patients 

• Median length of ICU stay 14.5 (IQR: 8.0-20.5) days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANALYSISMixed analyses of variance (ANOVA) conducted on valid cases on peak pressure index (PPI). Predictor variables (all models): body position (within-groups variable); patient type, age (between-groups variables).As a pilot study, the  analyses were not generally powered to detect significant effects; the focus of the analysis is on proof of concept. Further, we did not attempt a multivariate analysis due to the limited sample size. Additional mixed ANOVAs conducted on PPI data from ICU patients only. We also included Braden scores and APACHE II scores as predictor variablesThe low and high acuity ICU patients had very similar characteristics. The healthy volunteers were a lot younger, leading to a confounding issue with age.



Results: Variation in PPI with SOFA and BMI

PPI values vary between patient types
Lower values in healthy adults and low 
acuity patients
Higher values recorded at greater 
trochanter than at sacrum

PPI values vary between patients with 
different BMI levels
Higher values recorded at greater 
trochanter than at sacrum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The left hand pane shows an expected decrease in PPI with patient status. On the right hand pane, the low values recorded in overweight patients at the trochanter may be a sampling artefact – there is no clinical reason why the curve should “turn around”. This often happens when we have small samples to work from. 



Summary of analysis of PPI data
• Participant type substantively related to PPI at sacrum and greater 

trochanter assessed jointly (p=0.093) 
• PPI values for high acuity patients 13.1 mmHg higher (95% CI -17.1 to 

43.1 mmHg) at sacrum and 32.5 mmHg higher (95% CI -5.03 to 70.0 
mmHg) at greater trochanter than for healthy adults

• PPI values for low acuity patients 2.67 mmHg higher (95% CI -17.5 to 
22.9 mmHg) at sacrum and 2.90 mmHg higher (95% CI -22.3 to 28.1 
mmHg) at greater trochanter than for healthy adults

• Model controlled for age; statistically significant (p=0.008)
• Moderate to large effect (partial-η2=0.351) 

• No evidence of association between PPI and either BMI or patient type; 
or either Braden or SOFA scores (ICU patients only)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effects described in the 1st three bullet points can be observed in left hand pane of preceding slide. Note that in a pilot study statistical significance (at the 5% level) is not expected; the magnitude of the effect seen is greater than would normally be expected form a study of this size.In plain English, the bullet points are telling us that PPI values are highest in high acuity patients, and lowest in healthy adults! (with low acuity patients somewhere in between). The effect is so strong that it is visible even on a small pilot study. We need to control for age in this analysis because of the large age disparity between groups. It appears that age itself may be of greater importance than patient type; or alternatively one of these factors may be a surrogate for the other.



Conclusion and recommendations
• Peak pressure index is an under-reported phenomenon in the 

critically ill patient population and literature 
• This pilot analysis has determined several associations of 

importance
• Substantive differences in outcomes observed between low- and high-acuity 

ICU patients; and between ICU patients and healthy volunteers. 
• Variation in IPs for sacral and greater trochanter areas depend on BMI 

categories and level of participants’ health status

• Further work is recommended on a larger scale in the critically ill 
patient population using ‘real time’ periods of load to provide 
indication of optimum repositioning time for these vulnerable patients
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